
With ConnectCube™, you trade long software development and component 
integration cycles for:

ConnectCube™ is PayConnect’s solution for developers of transactional devices that need the competitive advantage of speed, 
flexibility and built-in transaction expertise to meet the unique demands of their clients. With ConnectCube, developers are 
empowered to innovate, using the solution as the base on which to construct whatever transactional experience their client 
needs for their customers or employees. An adaptable combination of software, hardware and extensibility, ConnectCube can 
be used across a broad category of industries and wherever transactions occur.

Flexibility and speed

Built-in transactions expertise 

Readiness for a unified transactional view 

 Freedom to create the right end-user
 experience

 Core transactions concepts 
 pre-developed and proven in 
 thousands of global deployments 

 No need to develop expertise
 intransactional software logic

 Useable with any device or in any
 environment, completely agnostic 

 Device transactions connected into
 larger operating framework

 Enables comprehensive fleet
 management of transaction devices 

 Unified management of device, user,
 transaction, and data 

Fast, flexible device development 
with built-in transactions expertise

ConnectCube™ enables developers of transactional devices, 
such as kiosks, pay stations, and vending machines to rapidly 
and flexibly design and launch innovative solutions that 
meets complex and diverse customer demands.

 Faster design and development by
 leveraging vast library of supported
 components and developer kits

 Upgrade existing devices without
 heavy investment in R&D

ConnectCubeTM Connect
CubeTM



paycomplete.com

Transaction-Centric Device Operating System
Governs core transaction concepts such as purchases, 
payments, deposit, dispense, refill, and more that drive 
device operations

ConnectCube™ Compute Board 
Adds extensive IO input and output capability for supporting 
multiple peripherals, all within a compact form factor
(optional)

Component Library for Rapid Development
Provides support for an extensive library of components with 
pre-built native integrations made available as part of the OS

Connect SaaS Platform™-Enabled
Makes it possible to connect each device into a unified 
transactions management approach including accounting 
reports and more
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ConnectCubeTM

Key Features of ConnectCube™: 

Part of the PayComplete™ Unified Transaction Platform
ConnectCube™ is an integral part of the Connect SaaS platform within the PayComplete™. Our platform unifies reporting and 
management across all transactional devices, including POS, self-checkout, vending machines, and more. The flexibility of 
the PayComplete™ Connect Platform allows for a single IoT cloud-based enterprise layer, thus unifying the management of 
devices, payments, users and data. 

The PayComplete™ Advantage

Market leader with over 50 years 
of financial transactions expertise

Innovator in emerging unified 
transaction solutions for retail, 
hospitality, transportation and 
financial services 

Established OEM partner for 
payments system manufacturers 
worldwide

Artificial Intelligence

Machine Learning

Deep Learning

Extensible Architecture
Leaves room for future expansion and innovation, such as 
image recognition, AI, and Machine Learning and more

ConnectCubeTM

Compute Board


